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Professional safety consultants can help navigate the complexities of OSHA 
compliance and the OSHA inspection process. This can help mitigate the 
number of citations and dollar value of the penalties assessed. An employer’s 
immediate response to an accident can be all the difference in the result of the 
likely OSHA inspection. 

Avoiding OSHA 
Citations
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One of the most critical services we provide is an immediate response to urgent 
situations involving accidents, injuries, or OSHA inspections. Because the vast majority 
of our safety consulting clients do not employ full-time safety professionals, they depend 
on Horton Safety Consultants to help in their greatest time of need. Such was the case 
of a client in East Moline, IL, whose employee suffered a finger amputation on a spot 
welding machine. 

Many of our clients fear the OSHA inspection process and depend on us to help guide 
them through the experience. Our consultants understand the rights of employers and 
OSHA’s specific limitations during onsite inspections. The employer’s response to an 
OSHA inspection has a tremendous impact on the outcome of the inspection, and the 
citations and penalties issued. 

In meeting our promise to respond to our client’s urgent need, one of our consultants 
excused himself from what he was doing and drove to East Moline to assist our client 
with the inspection OSHA indicated would occur that day. Anticipating arrival of the 
inspector, our consultant completed his own investigation and briefed the client on what 
to expect. The inspection did not occur that day as OSHA indicated, but the consultant 
who routinely services this client arrived the following day to assist.

Drive Down OSHA Compliance Risk

Challenges
• Many customers fear the OSHA inspection process. They may lack the 

industry-specific,OSHA required programs and have no protocol to respond to 
such inspections. 

• Accidents, injuries and regulatory inspections could happen at any time. OSHA 
indicated that this inspection would occur the same day as the incident.

• Chicago area manufacturerof 
commercial equipment

• 200+ employees
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Helping Horton Safety Consultants can assist your company or organization with a part-time 
safety director. Helping a client in their greatest time of need is one of the most important and 
satisfying roles we fill as our client’s “part-time safety director.” 

Who would you call in the unfortunate event OSHA shows up at your work place? Contact us to 
get started today. 
 
To learn more, contact our team online at  
https://www.thehortongroup.com/safety-consulting-services

Solutions + Results
As a result of the consultant’s previous work with this client, and assistance during the inspection process, 
the OSHA inspection resulted in no citations or penalties issued to our client. Our other consultant’s response 
the day the amputation occurred helped collect vital information regarding the incident and prepare the client 
for what was going to happen. Needless to say, it gave our client great comfort to have a team of safety 
professionals standing by their side. 
 
LOWER COST

• Our assistance during the inspection process resulted in ZERO citations or penalties for our client. It is 
very rare for no citations to be issued following an amputation.  

LOWER WORKLOAD
• The day of the accident, Horton’s prompt response helped collect important information regarding the 

incident. It gave our client great comfort to have a team of safety professionals standing by their side.

LOWER RISK
• The consultant was able to identify the root causes of the accident and assist the client in developing and 

implementing the corrective action necessary to prevent any potential recurrence of a similar injury. 
• Even though the injury was the direct result of the unpreventable misconduct of an employee, retraining of 

employees and front-line supervision was provided by the consultant. Our client was grateful to have the 
tools to prevent similar incidents in the future.
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Business Insurance
Property & Casualty + Professional 

Liability + Automobile Liability + 

Workers Compensation Safety & 

Loss Control + Risk Transfer + Claims 

+ International + Surety + Alternative 

Risk

Risk Advisory
Future Forum + Economic Risk 

Outlook + Industry Insights

Employee Benefits
Group Medical + Core Voluntary 

Benefits + Executive Benefits + 

PSA/HSA + Wellness ACA/DOL 

Compliance + Claim Analysis + 

International Benefits + Private 

Exchange Technology

Personal Insurance
Homeowners + Auto + Umbrella + 

Valuables + Watercraft + Special 

Coverage + Disability + Individual 

Life + Individual Health + Individual 

Travel + Medicare Supplement + 

Long Term Care

About the Horton Group
– 

Horton is an insurance employee benefits and risk advisory firm that 

leads clients with complex needs and limited resources to a higher level 

of performance. We do this by focusing on the Traditional + Innovative + 

Uninsurable and the Present + Future
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